An Overview
Maypole Marquee Ltd are a well established family business. Using one of our marquees will
allow your function to be both versatile and, more importantly, unique.
We offer a professional service that provides helpful advice and an experienced perspective to
ensure that the customer can build upon our ideas to create a truly memorable function.
Maypole Marquee Ltd are members of The Performance Textiles Association – the UK’s only
recognised Marquee Hire Accreditation Authority. This enables us to carry the MUTAmarq
logo and, more importantly, ensures that we conform to high standards of quality, operation
and safety.

We recommend that you allow between 18 sq ft and 20sq ft per person for an average sitdown wedding/function. This allows for enough space for extra areas such as stage, dance
floor, entrance etc. Caterers need additional space, therefore we normally provide a small
catering tent to the main marquee – the size of this is really dependent on the type of food
your having, and the caterers personal requirements. We can produce a computer-aideddesign plan to ensure that you have the correct size for your function.

When will my marquee be erected and dismantled?
Generally we will erect your marquee between 1 and 2 days prior to your function to allow time
for internal decoration. We work on a 2 week running rota, and once this has been drawn up
we will contact you to advise of erection and dismantling dates. If you intend to use your
marquee for more than one function, please advise as at the earliest opportunity.

Who is responsible for the furniture set-up?
We leave all the equipment that you have hired from us inside the marquee for you, your
wedding party or your caterers to set up to your exact requirements – once tables and chairs
are physically erected they are far more difficult to move.

Will my domestic power supply be sufficient for our
marquee function?
Generally yes, however in some instances we may need to ask our electrician to provide you
with an adequate supply via a distribution board (at an additional cost to you).

When should I provide you with final numbers?
The sooner we are aware of your final numbers, the easier it is for us to source all of your
required items. As from time to time we use sub-contractors, the earliest you can give us
information the better.

Frequently Asked Questions

What size marquee do I need?

Traditional Marquees
Our traditional marquees provide a beautiful venue for any function. Both their interior and
exterior make them a stunning choice for both Charity/Club Balls or Wedding Receptions.
Although traditional marquees cannot be placed on hard-standing, their beauty lies in their oldfashioned charm. With interior king poles that can be decorated to suit all tastes, traditional
marquees can create both a unique and sophisticated ambience.
Computer aided design enables you to plan in detail the layout of your function, and can also
show the exact capacity of any given traditional marquee.

adding coloured swags (at the eve of the roof), coloured overlays over the roof linings or
indeed our popular star cloth – giving that dark twinkling glow.

Traditional Marquees

Our standard traditional marquees have full pleat ivory linings, these can be enhanced by

and can be equally effective for both high profile corporate functions, trade shows, parties and
indeed wedding receptions.
Aluminium structures benefit from no
external or internal poles – giving more
freedom of space. All of our
structures include window sections
which can be positioned to suit the
clients needs and sides can be
opened to provide ventilation.

Aluminium Structures

Our aluminium structures offer versatility, they can be erected on both grass and hard standing

coloured swags (at the eve of the roof), coloured overlays over the roof linings or indeed our
popular star cloth – giving that dark twinkling glow.
Computer aided design enables you to plan in detail the layout of your function, and can also
show the exact capacity of any given aluminium structure.

Aluminium Structures

Our aluminium structures have full pleat ivory linings, these can be enhanced by adding

Coloured linen is an effective way to enhance your tables.
Co-ordinating swagging and carpet combined with a starcloth blackout gable end create an
immediate stunning visual effect. These can be supplied in a range of colours to compliment
your theme.
Chair covers instantly transform
the look of our classic gilt
banqueting chairs. These too
can be supplied in a range
of colours to compliment
your theme.

Ancillary Equipment

Our stock of ancillary equipment can transform your function to a truly unique experience.

Staging
Tables - Linen
Choice of Chairs
Lighing options
Carpet options
Toilet hire/Refrigeration hire

Ancillary Equipment

Dancefloors
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